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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 

 

1. The Link Between Violence to Animals and Violence to People 

 

2. All animals deserve the same protections from cruelty 

 

3. Giles Watling MP’s exploratory amendment to the Animal Welfare( Sentencing Bill) 

which aims to highlight the issue of dog meat consumption 

 

4. Reclassify the theft of a pet to a specific crime in its own right 
 

Conservative Animal Welfare Foundation was established in February 2016 by Lorraine and 

Chris Platt, vice-president of Esher & Walton Conservative Association to raise awareness on 

the lives of billions of farm animals reared on intensive farms around the world and how this 

impacts upon animal welfare, the environment and people’s health.  Patrons include Sir Roger 

and Lady Gale, Sir David Amess MP, Rt Hon Dominic Raab MP, Rt Hon Theresa Villiers MP, 

Zac Goldsmith MP, Henry Smith MP, John Flack, former MEP, Carrie Symonds and Elise 

Dunwebber, Chairman of Esher & Walton Conservative Women’s Organisation. Campaigns 

include an end to live animal exports,  ending cages for egg laying birds, ending pig farrowing 

crates , calls for method of production labelling and campaign support for wider animal welfare 

issues as they arise such as campaigning to introduce the UK ivory sales ban, ending third 

party puppy sales and more. The campaigns also included calls for CCTV in all 

slaughterhouses which is now in legislation. 

Conservative Animal Welfare Foundation proposed stronger sentencing in our animal welfare  

blueprint document titled; ‘ Brexit: Opportunities for Animal Welfare’ which we hand delivered 

to No10 in January 2017 with Patron Sir Roger Gale MP. 

Please see page 7 https://www.conservativeanimalwelfarefoundation.org/wp-

content/uploads/2019/05/CAWFBrexitMarch2017.pdf  

We supported Kevin Foster MP’s Bill ‘Animal Fighting( Sentencing)2016-2017 to strengthen 

penalties against people who organise dog fighting. 

https://www.conservativeanimalwelfarefoundation.org/2nd-reading-of-kevin-foster-mp-bills-due-

on-24th-february-animal-fighting-sentencing-bill-2016-17-wild-animals-in-circuses-prohibition-bill-

2016-17/ 
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 We also supported Anna Turley MP’s Bill  ‘Animal Cruelty( Sentencing) 2016-17 Please see 

group photo from 2016 with the MPs outside Parliament on the final page of this submission. 

The Animal Welfare ( Sentencing) Bill offers a tougher deterrent for animal abuse through a 

significant increase from the current maximum sentence of six months to five years. We 

welcome the increases in animal cruelty sentencing as the current sentences are woefully 

inadequate and this Bill is a huge step forward to help better protect animals. We are hopeful 

the Bill will become law very soon to protect animals across England and Wales.  

 

1. The Link Between Violence to Animals and Violence to People 

 

Increasing research and clinical evidence suggests that there are inter-relationships, 

commonly referred to as ‘links’, between the abuse of children, vulnerable adults and 

animals. A better understanding of these links can help to protect victims, both human and 

animal, and promote their welfare. http://thelinksgroup.org.uk/ and  

https://www.nspcc.org.uk/globalassets/documents/research-reports/understanding-links-child-

abuse-animal-abuse-domestic-violence.pdf 

  
It is widely accepted now by experts that people who commit appalling acts of animal cruelty 

are highly likely to be a danger to other people, especially women and children. The failure of 

many courts to mete out appropriate sentences has caused huge public disapproval. Recently, 

the case of a Huntsman and his colleague who fed live fox cubs to hounds receiving only a 

suspended sentence resulted in Sir David Amess MP raising the issue in parliament, following 

the outpouring of public outcry at such an inadequate sentence.  

https://news.sky.com/story/pair-guilty-of-feeding-live-fox-cubs-to-dogs-11739050 

 

2. All animals deserve the same protections from cruelty 

We share concerns already raised by MPs that the Bill could introduce a "two-tier" system, 

making a distinction between cruelty to wild animals and domestic ones. Similar crimes should 

have the same sentences available to judges whether the animals are domesticated or wild. 

All animals deserve the same protections from cruelty. 

 

3. Giles Watling MP’s exploratory amendment to the Animal Welfare( Sentencing Bill) 

which aims to highlight the issue of dog meat consumption We support Giles Watling 

MP’s exploratory amendment to the Animal Welfare( Sentencing Bill) which aims to highlight 

the issue of dog meat consumption and support for a UK ban on dog meat consumption. 

 

4. Reclassify the theft of a pet to a specific crime in its own right 

More than 60 dogs are stolen every week in England and Wales. Less than 5% of cases lead 

to convictions 

The government supported the Animal Welfare (Service Animals) Bill, introduced to 

Parliament by Sir Oliver Heald MP, ensuring service animals such as police dogs and horses 

are offered greater protection. 

http://thelinksgroup.org.uk/
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We call for Pet Theft Reform to protect domestic dogs. Reclassify the theft of a pet to a specific 

crime in its own right. Review the sentencing guidelines for theft offences, so that where the 

theft of a family pet is involved, monetary value is irrelevant for the categorisation of the crime 

for sentencing purposes. 

Pet theft is currently seen as no different to the theft of an inanimate object - despite pets being 
sentient beings. The theft of pets is generally categorised as robbery or burglary but lead to 
minimal sentences. Enforcement of existing laws do not currently act as a deterrent or fit the 
crime itself. 

Ensure Police Forces are given appropriate guidance and training to record and investigate 
cases. 

 

 

Contact Lorraine Platt at info@conservativeanimalwelfarefoundation.org 
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